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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Sixteenth Day: Saturday, December 23, 2017 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 154-47-29-18—31%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #2 Sir Navigator (5th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #9 Lone Sentry (8th race)—15-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)CONGRATS IN BLUE: Barn solid with first-timers; sire gets runners 
(#8)ALEXANDRAS JOY: Late-running filly heading in the right direction 
(#5)REINA LA KELSY: Useful late interest for $20K, wide trip in last race 
(#1)FRECKLE DE FRECK: Has some early lick, 1-hole; third start off shelf  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-5-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)BUSINESS EXPENSE: Dressed up, nowhere to go in last; tons of upside   
(#4)CONVICT PIKE: Bay has a nice turn of foot; wants a “firm” turf course 
(#5)CAVIL: Tough NYC beat after making all the pace; controls splits here 
(#2)GLOBAL ENTRY: Tactical speed, hood back “on”; barn had great 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-5-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)GIDU(IRE): Frankel(GB) filly was 2nd behind an eventual SW on debut   
(#6)GRANDMAS FAVORITE: Gets the trip stalking a quick pace; hood “off”  
(#5)DA DA DA DUDE: Very fast, game in turf debut; fends off other speed? 
(#8)HOME BASE: $190K colt debuts for very sharp outfit; 10-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-5-8 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)CUBAGUA: Huge class drop on the money; stalks pace, fires in lane  
(#6)MAMINKA: Loss all chance at the start in debut run; is improving 
(#7)MYSTERY LAKE: Folded like a cheap tent on debut; speed-and-fade 
(#1)COMMISSIONED: Sharp in last off a layoff; likes GP but a tick cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-7-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)SIR NAVIGATOR: Hard-knocking bay has won five-of-nine in 2017   
(#9)OAK BLUFFS: Huge Claiming Crown try at 37-1; blinkers “on”, tighter 
(#5)BLACKJACK BABY: Aired in last start off the sidelines; won 4 of last 7 
(#1)SHADOW ROCK: Back to starter company; won 12X going 5F on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-5-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)VICTOR LOUNGE(IRE): Big time drop; stumbled badly at start in last  
(#11)REMEMBER THE MAINE: Dirt-to-turf, sprint-to-route huge; 8-1 M.L. 
(#2)CROWN TO THE GOLD: Closer has never been off the board on grass 
(#3)PUERTORICAN STYLE: Gets needed class relief; like 2-turn stretch out 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-11-2-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)APATOW: $350K colt from the family of Versailles Treaty for TAP   
(#2)THUNDER’S HONOR: Huge improvement with Lasix; exits slow race 
(#5)GIANT DILEMMA: Game out of the box on turf; tries dirt —overlay? 
(#9)TRAVELLING MIDAS: Sharp recent work tab, poor post; cost $200K 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-5-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)BARBAROSSA: Blinkers made a huge difference; has big turn of foot  
(#9)LONE SENTRY: Toss one-turn Belmont races, he looks salty; 15-1 M.L. 
(#12)WAR CHEST: Floated wide in Awad S., beaten 2 ¦ lengths; wide again 
(#5) SAND DANCER: 2-turn stretch out suits; outfinished War Chest in last 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-12-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)BAMA BOUND: 15-time winner has salty past form on this class level   
(#2)FRANCOIS: Chicago raider creeps up in class; placed in 10-of-16 in ‘17 
(#4)LIFES REWARD: Gets away from Miami Gardens; first start off claim 
(#6)ALL HUNDREDS: Popular at claim box; one-turn mile in wheelhouse 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE TEN—Mr. Prospector Stakes (G3) 
(#1)FIRST GROWTH: Impressed in Gulfstream debut; loves to win—overlay   
(#6)X Y JET: Have to catch him to beat him; 3 knee surgeries taken toll? 
(#2)SONIC MULE: Two-time stakes winner at GP; 8-1 on M.L. for Pletcher 
(#8)QUIJOTE: Won 2 stakes this year, 3-of-5 starts; faced buzz saw 2 back 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-2-8 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#3)CLOSING STATEMENT: Marked improvement on the grass; first Lasix    
(#11)BLAME HENNY: Sneaky good debut effort in Jersey; upside + L. Saez 
(#9)TROPICALITY: Big try from 8-hole in turf debut; sets pace again today 
(#7)SUNAPEE: $155K Scat Daddy filly should relish turf; 15-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-11-9-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


